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There is a relationship between my work and my personal life defined
by my condition as a woman inserted in our society. As an artist, this
struggle can be expressed through the visual arts.
With my first photographic series Auto-Photos, Transformations and A
Woman's Diary, 1975-1977, I was determined to put in writing the
motivations behind this work.
At the time my awareness was focused on the woman's role in our
society. I sought to emphasize the constant and everyday conditioning
imposed by our male oriented culture, which included the commonly
used stereotypes magnified by the traditional media, used to define the
beauty and sensuality of the female form.
Only when I began to work in the dark room while developing the
photos, did I discover the speed and relative simplicity in which I could
subvert many of the clichés relating to the woman's image. At that
time, I started working on a selection of snapshots of my own face and
body, adopting different personas and expressions; not as an object but
as a subject. I manipulated the paper in such a way that certain areas
became distorted and blurred. I was in a trance-like state mesmerized
by these tragicomic, exasperated images.

My way of working was painstakingly methodical, obsessive and
compulsive, and the results were a number of images of the same
subject, each one uniquely altered and distorted. Later at my atelier, I
assembled together several photographs sequentially to produce
harmonious readings. I would then re-photograph these assemblages
and create the final work.
In the 80`s, I felt a need to express my maturity as a woman with the
series “Evocative Recollections” (1979-1980). I adopted a veil, a
primitive object of fetish and extreme femininity and symbolism.
I felt prisoner of this Brazilian mosquito net, a sweet veil that covers
everything, where there is no escape. But the war continues, expressing
and defending myself. I begin to experience my own autonomy, my
sensuality and my identity, once completely relegated, frozen.
However, the “ghetto” is there; the trap remains closed. The reason of
my loneliness is this delicate flowery lace, the prison that represents
the male supremacy and the alienation of our society.

Gretta Sarfaty
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Auto-Photos
1976-1978

A Woman`s Diary
1976-1977

The work of Gretta has been originally
more related to the language of
photography, especially during her recent
stay in Europe. Her main focus has always
been the female body, including her own
body as a symbol of women's condition in
our society.

In the previous series of "Auto-Photos"
what we have is the expressionist, almost
goyesque vision of a woman who places
herself in front of the camera to discover
her own face, her own identity, that is. In
fact it shows the lack of a face, or the
search for this, the desperate and painful
search for self awareness as a woman and
as a living being.

1979 - Roberto Pontual - Ed.: Jornal do Brasil, Rio de
Janeiro - Brazil Photographic diversity.

1979 - Frederico de Morais - Ed.: O Globo
Rio de Janeiro - Brazil.

Transformations
1976-1977
Rather than the manifestation of personal
destructive tendencies, these images
should be viewed as the externalisation of
a revolt directed against the male cultural
stereotype, mortifying as it does the
feminine form into the authoritarian and
distorting dimension of an abstract and
aesthetic beauty, to which the artist
opposes the angry vision of a reverse side,
through a body that is deformed,
disfigured and fragmented.
1979 - Giorgio Verzotti - Magazine G7 Studio - Italy
Gretta / Diagramma - Milano.
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Body Works
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series

Evocative
Recollections
1977-1981

We are in front of a little common
concomination, between the creative
activity of an artist who knows how to
enjoy the expressive dynamic and plastic
possibilities of her body and the realization
of a photographic documentation which
remains autonomous as well as in its
teckinal as in its esthetic values.

Gretta Sarfaty`s striving to love has thus
gone beyond the fact of manipulating itself
with aims other than the usual ones of
adulation: it has broken the mirror with
violence, without fear of being disfigured,
and in this way has brought to the surface
deep-lying motives of existential malaise.

1979 - Gillo Dorfles - at the Centro Culturale La Filanda Verano Italy.

1980 - Romana Loda - Le immagini/corpo di Gretta Sarfaty Gala international .

Metamorphic
Recollections
1979-1981
It is certainly interesting to see Sarfaty back
in her own theme: her own body. It is even
better to see that she is not repeating it,
but expanding and unfolding what she
already had started expressing. This group
of work, ranging from 1978 to the
present, is also a sort of story-board, an
enlargement of her emancipation not only
as a women but as an artist.
1992 - Berta Sichel - at Foster Goldstrom Gallery New York.

Gretta Sarfaty`s experimental exercises and transgressions in
Auto-Photos, Transformations and A Woman`s Diary
The debate about the stereotyping of the image of women in
the media and in the field of artistic production took off in
the Western world in the 60’s and 70’s in the context of
countercultural criticism of modernist assumptions. Such
debate was inserted in the proliferation of technological
means, as well as in the growing interest in its expressive
possibilities. The feminist agenda has been received with
prejudices since then and still needs to be considered. In
Brazil, the issue was covered by the dictatorial environment
of censorship and violence, not only by the repressors but
also by a society that was largely conservative and thus
concerned with maintaining the status quo.
Nowadays, the return of this struggle with much more
complex contours reinforces the need to look at and revisit
the courage of women artists of that period, who were very
active, suffered antagonisms, and paid a high price from a
personal and social point of view to make sure their voices
were heard. This is the case of Gretta Sarfaty and her work.
Thus, by returning the book Auto-Photos, a work by Sarfaty,
to the circuit, Central Gallery fulfills a fundamental initiative
to provide a contemporary artistic and feminist beacon in
terms of historical, critical, and programmatic rescue,
bringing new insights to the debate on the social
construction of gender while examining the role of art and
feminism in this sphere. The contact with the artist, in full
activity, and with her work also allows us to reflect on the
nuances, contradictions, and actualities of legitimate
historical struggles, which still deal with the permanence of
stereotypes and prejudices that are propagated in the
regime of networks and in new political, economic, and social
configurations.
Auto-photos came about from Sarfaty’s experiences with the
language of video, in a commercial recording on the Globo
Network to publicize an exhibition at Galeria Arte Global. In
that participation the artist realized that the body in
movement and its representations were a field of interest for
her artistic work. Restless, the artist incorporates the
curiosity to master new technologies and languages and
starts working with photography, which had not yet reached
its present-day popularity. This territory of choice focuses on
an environment of questioning artistic action’s definitions
and limits, its role in society, and even its expressive validity
and ambiguity.

The acute perception of the circuit’s operation made Sarfaty
seek involvement in the artistic scene in exhibitions and actions
that denote her alignment with the experimentalism of the
1970s, especially with body art as it was called at the time. As
an example, we have her participation in the provocative and
libertarian event organized by Ivald Granato in a parking lot on
the street Rua Augusta, Mitos Vadios, in 1978, which also
includes Hélio Oiticica, Anna Maria Maiolino, Artur Barrio and
many others interested in inciting a critical reflection on the I
Bienal latino-Americana, which intended to aggregate the
production of the continent and occurred in the same year and
around the same theme as Mitos e Magia. Sarfaty’s memories
of that decade are vivid and full of detail and allow contact with
the history of important agents who, absent today,
collaborated to consolidate the artistic axis between são Paulo
and Rio de Janeiro. The axis was linked to the circuit and to
international debates, in which the artist also participated
energetically,
organizing
and
experiencing
historical
performances that still await greater attention and in-depth
study, such as the opera La Maja – Goya Time, 1985, New York
in which over eighty artists participated. Conceptually
elaborated by Sarfaty and produced by the artists Butch Morris
and Sandro Dernini, Goya Time is a multi-disciplinary event that
included in its script the experimental melting pot of the
period, seeking the historical and critical deconstruction of the
artistic field.
Auto-photos also marks the partnerships with other local
historical personalities, such as Julio Abe Wakahara, an
extremely important figure in the artistic system for his
proposals in the fields of architecture and art, with whom she
studied photography. And with Massao Ohno, the editor of the
work, whose presence at the time was a guarantee of graphic
design and quality content. In the publication Ohno acted as a
stimulator and promoter of young artistic production. In this
way, republishing Auto-photos is also recovering part of the
historical construction and contemporary art in the country of
the pioneers who invested energy and work in an effort to
consolidate a new circuit in a globalized model. The volume
intersperses three series of photographs, Auto-Photos (1975),
Transformations (1976) and A Woman’s diary (1977), with the
opportune addition of material made but not published in the
period due to its transgressive character, a quality which
remains current today. The Auto-Photos series is a recurring
theme for artists of that generation.

The repetitive stereotype, therefore mechanical, that frames the
image of women in mass media, is on the horizon of other young
artists such as Cindy Sherman, Hannah Wilke, Regina Vater,
Martha Rosler, Marcella Campagnano, Katalin Ladik, Letícia
Parente, Ana Mendieta, Renate Bertlmann and all the artists who
were part of the Womanhouse (1972) exhibition group, among
them Judy Chicago and Miriam Schapiro. In different works, the
proposal for a feminist approach in the artistic field also pointed
to an overthrow of the conceptions that crystallized the image of
the Western women. Overcoming this barrier was a minimum
condition to act in a world that considered the Cold War vectors
as something overcome. In the works of these different artists, a
critical and sarcastic observation of the models that characterize
the supposedly universal roles in the definition of a feminine
essence is operated, nothing more than a flat emblem of the
historical function denoting the exploited, oppressed, and
marginalized condition of women in different places and
moments. Here, perhaps, it is appropriate to expand upon Cindy
Sherman’s comment on her own work, which refuses to define
her productions as self-portraits. These artists all represent,
deceive, and operate under the empty cover of what women’s role
would be in a world centered on male power, in which it is
objectified.
In Auto-Photos, Sarfaty embodies an actress role and already
outlines what will be radicalized in the other series, with
distortions that are still bodily exercises in a conceptual
framework that uses the background of female images in mass
media. In Transformations, the exercise of the contorting face
gains the technical support of manipulated photography that
stretches and inflates but never intends to destroy its formal
coherence. In a sense, she seems to want to breathe a breath of
emotional life into the empty shell of the woman’s image in the
media by enlarging and distorting certain parts of the body, in
particular organs of sense – eyes, nose, ears, and mouth. In this
regard, the preponderance of the mouth in this photo- graphic
series points both to its place of transit of food, therefore
important for the production of vital energy, and to its quality as
an expressive organ, an exposure of what is thought and felt. In
these images the previously stereotyped woman gains human
condition based on the most direct sensoriality, taste. But the
prominent presence of teeth and tongue is also intriguing, since
they instigate the emergence from childhood, of involuntary
memories that we cannot get around and that dominate us
because they are inscribed in our bodies.

2020

With this view, in a game of transgression and re- treat to the limits
of the body, Sarfaty adds another value to her work by aligning this
production with her interest in the historical expressionist matrix.
Different expressionisms are reference and motivation for the artist
in the languages of drawing and painting – Kokoschka, Munch, De
Kooning, among others, as well as cinema, its light and dark and its
dense atmosphere. Her face, which appears initially interpreting the
buzzwords about women on magazine covers, films, soap operas
and advertisements, gains in Transformations, with photographic
deformation, a monstrous, despe- rate, and torn character. It also
evidences a stereotype of madness, another face of the oppression
suffered by people who are enclosed physically or in social roles.
Parallelism and dialogue with the work of Francis Bacon are
inevitable when affirming the animality of the body that dispenses
with protocols, hierarchies, and social rules in narratives that show
the fetish image of women in the process of fragmentation and
controlled trans- mutation. Undoubtedly, the relationship with
video is preserved in the presentation of images that seek to
capture displacements and changes in physical, emotional, and
social states.
In the series A Woman’s Diary Sarfaty seeks the experimental
exercise and transgressor of the domain of the body, its
manipulation and sensual release by using unusual cutouts and
perspectives in the treatment of the image of the photographed
body. It presents parts of her body, treated as a sculptural and
textural element captured in action by the photographic record. But
the proximity between camera and photographed subject is
intimate, possibly at the limit of flattening, evoking the experiences
that Hudinilson Jr., also fascinated by the image of the naked body
in performance, would make in the following decade. The plasticity
of manipulated matter is reinforced and captured in the
photographs, and its formal ambiguities provoke the curiosity of
the observer, who is faced with both unusual relationships and
components of daily relationships between bodies at the same
time. As a derivation it is understood, by these images, that the
artist’s territory is this one that mixes art and life, without borders,
always trying to transgress imposed formulas and rules. The model
portrayed – the artist herself – refuses and plays with the patterns
that would incite desire from a tradition centered on artistic
narratives of male matrix. Again, it presents the game of expansion
to the frontiers of the recognizable, but never loses its unity and
cohesion.

Mirtes Marins
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1. Photos
2. Editions

Photos
Vintage

1976 / auto-photos I (version 2) - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 24x30cm - unique.

Editions

1977 auto-photos I - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art
hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs- printed in 2021 - 41x55cm + 10cm
borda unique

Editions

1977 auto-photos II - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art
hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021 - 41x55cm + 10cm
borda unique

Editions

1977 auto-photos III - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art
hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021- 41x55cm + 10cm borda
unique
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Gretta By Gillo Dorfles
Almost a chrysalis, still enveloped in its cocoon, trying to come to light and become a
perfect insect: that is the sensation given to the observer by the last Gretta’s
photographic images, in which the greek-brazilian artist wrapped, entangled and (at
times) submerged in a subtle texture of window - screens with large nineteenth-century
embroideries. Sometimes, a visual idea, arising acidentally or deliberately from the
occasional whole, induces to the creation of an autonomous figurative event full of
suggestions and mystery.
When Gretta imagined the numerous sequences which utilized her own body,
rendering it unrecognizable through this "magic cover" of a new style, perhaps she did
not yet realize that she had done something different, quite different, not only for her
predecessors but also from the numerous similar compositions that the Body Art has
been conceiving since now.
The beginning of her pictorial training - was polarized in the research of a distorcian of
human image - mainly the face - her own face – which was no more obtained trough
the effective modification or gesticulations, nor the self-provocation of painful stimulus
(which is the case of many artists of body-art, from Gina Pane to Marina Abramovic),
nor the junction of several signs, deformations superposed on the same picture (which
is the case of Arnulf Reiner) but through the mecanic-optical transformation of the self
personage. The artist's face (by means of the use of distorsioning instruments, was
discomposed in a sequence of dramatic and convulsive images, in which the mouth, the
eyes, the hair, had been decomposed, transformed into nonsenge or a dum-show,
expressing horror, desolation, dissociation.
These figures, which sometimes conserved the tenderness of the original form, were
reduced, the major part of times, into horrible masks, grimaces of vindictive fury,
representing a deliberate taking position against the falsely hedonistic and hypocritely
pleasant situation of today’s and always the "object-woman".
The fact that such effects being obtained through a mechanic "trick", does not reduce it
efficaty, and the first artist's album - Self-photos and Diary of a woman - consists of an
impressing documentation of this unusual realization.
But it was obvious that Gretta did not want to confine herself to a deforming version of
her deepest expressive will and that – as Claudio Willer says – after the “process of
destruction of the face and the conventional image of the body”, there was “a menace
of incursion of any other kind of form – therefore a descending trip, down to the
deepnesses of the unseen world”.

Today, in the present photographic row, we have to consider much more the
graphic/photographic look than the simple corporeal projection, although if it is always
through the body, not glorificated and magnificated but most frequently moritificated
and “humiliated” that the images are obtained.
The entanglement constituted by the different corporeal poses, the frequent presence
of a cat, -toy – fetish – lovely object, the fusion existing between the members of the
woman and those of the little animal (representing the manifest exaltation of a
metaphorically emphasized sensuality) are nothing more than the “material of
construction” of all the photography will be able to reveal or hide.
I saide “reveal”or hide”because in the context of such images, what we are able to read
or decipher is as much important as what we cannot distinguish and are obliged to
imagine, so completing, in our manner, to our liking, the ambiguity of the photographic
document. The operation of continuous and sometimes tiring deciphering of an image
which, by its own nature, is ambiguous and equivocal, seems to me to be the most
interesting and new aspect of all these works.
Here there is: the eye collects a palpitation of members under the texture of the
embroidered painting: it is no able to distinguish what is on the veil on the skin and
what is the real drawing of the patch; it sees and does not see the presence among the
upholsterers of the painting: a breast, a buttock, a cheek, which sometimes are mixed
with the back of the cat, with its hair, intermingled with the shadows projected on the
skin such a mixtum composition of the woman and the animal (the belle and the beast
reviewed and revised) and the fact of the body being oftenly twisted into turpid
positions, makes the resulting plastic of such motions is very unusual, even from a
strictly photographic point of view.
We can even say that with this work Gretta has demonstrated how the mechanical
medium, if utilized in a correct manner, can be an expressive autonomous message,
without exerting the creativity of the bodyartist. Sure: such pictures will not be the
same with another artist, with another option, however, even considered under the
point of view of photographic document, Gretta’s corporeal options reach an unusual
efficacy. We are in front of a little common contamination, between the creative activity
of an artist who knows how to enjoy the expressive dynamic and plastic possibilities of
her body and the realization of a photographic documentation which remains
autonomous as well as in its tecknical as in its esthetic values. Therefore, the observer
has to interpret by himself such works, according to his personal mind disposition,
according to the deductions he has got of them; any symbolical, metaphorical of
psychological deciphing will be valid and the conclusive datum will be tht one which
derives from the interaction between the artists creative fantasy and that of the
observer, sometimes as much creative as.

Gillo Dorfles

Transformations
1976-1986
1. Photos
2. Paintings
3. Drawings
4. Dry Point
5. Editions

Photos

1976 / transformations II (ref auto-photos IV) - silver print gelatin on linen and wood - 111x80,5cm / 113x244,5cm - overall

Photos

1976 / transformations V - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 18x22cm - unique

1976 / transformations XII - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 18x23cm - unique

Photos

1976 / transformations VIII (part1+2) - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 24,5x29,5cm - unique

1976 / transformations XIX (part4) - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 18.5x24cm - unique

Paintings
1977 / transformations II - oil on paper, canvas and wood - 185x51cm total polyptych

1976 / transformations I (VII/VI) - oil and graphite on canvas - 54x81cm

1976 / transformations II (VI/VII) - oil and graphite on canvas - 54x81cm

1976 / transformations II (XXII) - oil on canvas - 53,5x81cm

1977 / transformations III - oil on wood - 56,5x77,5cm

Paintings
1976 / transformations XVII - oil on canvas - 100x64,5cm

1977 / transformations VII - oil on canvas and wood - 55,5x41cm

1976 / transformations VIII - oil and graphite on canvas - 208,5x99cm

Paintings

1976 / transformations II - oil on canvas - 81x54cm / 81x162cm - overall

Paintings

1977 / transformations V - oil on paper, canvas and wood - 63x91cm

1977 / transformations V - oil on wood - 92x120cm

1977 / transformations XII - oil on wood - 83x120cm

1977 / transformations XIII - oil on paper, canvas and wood - 67x103cm

1977 / transformations IV - oil on paper, canvas
and wood - 64,5x51,5cm / 193,5x51,5cm - overall

Paintings

1977 / transformations IX - oil on paper, canvas and wood - 68x163,5cm

Drawings

1975 / transformations VII - XXVI - graphite and acrylic on paper - 50x40cm - 150x40cm overall.

Drawings

1975 / transformations XXXVI - graphite on screened paper - 40x50cm

1977 / transformations V-A - crayon and oil on paper - 30,5x45,5cm

1975 / transformations - graphite on screened paper - 40,5x50,5cm

1977 / transformations V-B - crayon and oil on paper - 30,5x45,5cm

Drawings

1975 / transformations VII - crayon and oil on paper - 30,5x45,5cm - 45,5x122cm overall.

dry
point
1975 / transformations II - engraving on metal - 22x30cm framed

1975 / auto-photos IV - engraving on metal - 21x30cm framed

1975 / transformations III - engraving on metal - 22x30cm framed

Editions

1977 transformations IX - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021- 75x50.39cm - unique

1977 transformations VIII - mineral pigment print on cotton paper
fine art hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021- 75x44cm - unique

Editions
1977 transformations I - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art
hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021- 41x55cm + 10cm borda - unique

1977 transformations IV - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art
hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021- 15.50x55cm + 10cm borda - unique

1977 transformations V - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art
hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021- 41x55cm + 10cm borda - unique

2019

On our empty spaces inside
Gretta Sarfaty navigates between diverse artistic expressions, such as painting, performance
and photography. The artist experiments with her body as a territory of transformation, as a
landscape or open field, understanding it as a space that impacts both internal movements and
social fabrics. The narratives of subjectivity on being a woman as an invented political subject
overflow, percolating identity issues and expanding the boundaries of that which is expected of
our existence.
The little visibility of Gretta Sarfaty’s work is not an isolated case in the systematic silencing of
women in the History of art. Active policies are needed so that the representation of women
may be expanded, not just for female artists, but also for other subjects that suffer with
structural invisibilization. Reviving the female force as a creative motor is fundamental for
overcoming narratives of oppression, implemented for centuries on different levels based on
gender, race and class. The fact that female representation is judged by a white, elitist and
occidental male gaze transforms women’s bodies and actions into a subjugated institution in
comparison to men. This process emphasizes the political connotations of Greta’s practice, a
Brazilian artist that builds her own image, narrative and identity. This exhibition is Gretta’s
reinsertion project in the current artistic context. The title On our empty spaces inside was
inspired by American historian Linda Nochlin’s critical speech about the motive for which so
many women’s works have been kept without recognition: “(…)But in actuality, as we all know,
things as they are and as they have been, in the arts as in a hundred other areas, are stultifying,
oppressive and discouraging to all those, women among them, who did not have the good
fortune to be born white, preferably middle class and, above all, male. The fault, dear brothers,
lies not in our stars, our hormones, our menstrual cycles or our empty internal spaces, but in
our institutions and our education (…)” (NOCHLIN, Linda. ArtNews. 1971.)
The exhibition brings together a series of works from the 1970s and 1980s, among them, “ A
Woman’s Diary” and “Evocative Recollections”, that consist of the artist’s corporeal research.
Photography and paintings contrasted in black and white present forms of a body without a
face, a body activated as a border that, according to the researcher Talita Trizoli in her
dissertation about Gretta, represents “(…) the discursive and material build of the body,
specifically the woman’s body, is traversed by ambivalent flows of absence and presence,
erasure and carnality” ” (TRIZOLI, Talita. Atravessamentos Feministas: um panorama de
mulheres artistas no Brasil dos anos 60/70. 2018. p. 63). In some interviews, Gretta presents a
resistance to all descriptions that alter the natural meaning of her actions, avoiding theories
that sterilize the practice and subjectivity present in her artistic process. In an interview with
Nadiesda Dinambro for her dissertation Gretta Sarfaty: photography, performance and gender
(2018), the artist reveals: (…) I am very intuitive in my work and I don’t like to create based on
theories and things. I like to flow, because if I don’t the work loses its meaning, loses its
spontaneity especially. (…) It is possible to be associated to something that has synchronicity,
because I am thinking, and someone is thinking at the same time. So it is somewhat relevant, I
think” (DINAMBRO, Nadiesda, Imagens de Gretta Sarfaty: fotografia, performance e gênero.
2018. p. 41).

The possibilities for female self-representation only begin to exist in the 20th century, when
writers and artists explored the concept of feminine alterity to the subjective possibilities
assigned to the feminine. Gretta confronts the hegemonic system of representation by situating
herself as the author of her own image, working female nudeness in an active perspective,
allowing herself to be her own narrator and articulator in a voice of dissent. We select some
images from the series “A Woman’s Diary” to present in the form of a street poster inside the
gallery, as in the context of the urban center of São Paulo and, that way, occupy spaces
culturally closed to the woman’s intimate subject. This action promotes consciousness of and
consequently transforms the way in which women artist’s works are confronted into a political
stance. It also develops a new meaning of what is public and, as such, the meaning of art in
society. The representation of the female body as an organic and sensualized institution is
rejected in this view, opening space for social and psychic dynamics that mold female sexuality
more freely. In the series “Just Like a Woman” (1986), Abigail Solomon-Godeau explains the
redirecting of femininity further than the objective and body, associating the authentic feminine
to the production of meaning and subjectivity. The new iconographies that female artists like
Gretta created to understand the body, femininity, self-representation, oppression and desire
can be understood as exercises of liberty transformed by her personal expressions and
conceptions of the body.
In his book The History of Sexuality, the philosopher Michel Foucault explains that “(…) We are
informed that if repression has indeed been the fundamental link between power, knowledge,
and sexuality since the classical age, it stands to reason that we will not be able to free
ourselves from it except at a considerable cost: nothing less than a transgression of laws, a
lifting of prohibitions, an irruption of speech, a reinstating of pleasure within reality, and a
whole new economy in the mechanisms of power will be required. For the least glimmer of
truth is conditioned by politics” (FOUCAULT, Michel. Historia da Sexualidade. 1988. p. 10).
When it comes to women’s resistance it is important to reveal the internal asymmetries of the
individuals and bodies navigating this world and the privileges they carry and barriers they
confront. It is not possible to talk about gender without talking about gender differences. The
relations are variable and unpredictable, in a way that the history of culture of women should
be studied in all of its discontinuities and specifics. The creativity and disobedience that women
from the 1960s to 1980s exercised when they discovered their politicized bodies through
experimenting unorthodox forms of creativity and expression are viewed today by individuals
as non-conformist.
For Gretta, her artistic process “(...) was a search for identity and way to say who I was,
reclaiming myself as a woman, without stereotype, I wanted to find myself (…)”. It is not possible
to define a common identity for all women. Being a woman is not everything a person is;
gender is not necessarily coherent and consistent; being a woman is not enough to share a
context; identities are not static; we are an open system that inspires a sentiment of expansion
and multiplicity, resistance and subversion. The breaking of a regime of control of women’s
bodies, in which the servitude to the other is no longer permitted and the subjectivity of the self
is stimulated, promotes a new visual nature of desire in the present day. In the artist’s words,
what interests her is “to be artwork, open from the inside out” – and this in and of itself is a
revolutionary strategy.

Catarina Duncan

A Woman`s Diary
1976-1977
1. Paintings
2. Editions

Paintings

1977 / a woman`s diary VII - oil on wood and canvas - 60x45,5cm - 60x136,5cm overall.

1977 / a woman`s diary XVIII version 2 - acrylic on canvas - 50x60cm - 50x180cm overall horizontal. - background restored by the artists in 2019
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Paintings

Paintings

1977 / a woman`s diary I part 6 - oil and graphite on canvas - 80x99cm

1977 / a woman`s diary II part 8 and 9 - oil on canvas - 70x100cm

1977 / a woman`s diary II part 1 and 2 - oil on canvas - 70x100cm

Editions

1977 A Woman`s Diary XVIII- mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art hahnemühle photo rag satin 310 gs printed in 2021 - 24,5x55cm + 10cm borda - ed.3+1AP

Body Works
1977
1. Photos
2. Editions

1977 /body works VI - silver print gelatin on canvas - 33x105,5cm
1977 /body works II - silver print gelatin on wooden canvas - 45x28cm - 45x12cm overall.

1977 /body works IV - silver print gelatin on canvas - 67,5x105cm

vintage

1977 /body works VII - silver print gelatin on canvas - 35x108,5cm

editions
1977 /body works XX - mineral pigment print on cotton paper Fine Art Hahnemühle
Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2021 - 45x55cm +10cm borda ed. 3 +1 AP.

1977 /body works IV - mineral pigment print on cotton paper Fine Art Hahnemühle
Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2021 - 35x55cm +10cm borda - unique.

1977 /body works XIV - mineral pigment print on cotton paper Fine Art
Hahnemühle Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2021 - 41x55cm +10cm
borda - unique.

1977 /body works VI - mineral pigment print on cotton paper Fine Art Hahnemühle
Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2021 - 17,12x55cm +10cm borda - unique.

1977 /body works VII - mineral pigment print on cotton paper Fine Art Hahnemühle
Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2021 - 17,42x55cm +10cm borda - unique.

editions

1977 /body works XII - mineral pigment print on cotton paper Fine Art Hahnemühle Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2021 - 26x45cm +10cm borda ed.3+1 AP.

A Striving to Love
When an artist expresses with immediacy what comes to him from the innermost
regions of the senses, he cannot but make a genuine striving to love. A striving
connected with knowledge and possession, which starts from the peripheral zones of
the subject and then gradually approaches the core, following a course that ranges
from abstract ideation to rational definition, passing through a magmatic vision of the
problem. A long and by no means easy journey, with narrows and grilles posed by
intelligence and by the desire to slow down and filter the thrusts, cleansing them from
the inevitable sentimentalising dross. The genuineness of the original inspiration is
however commensurate with the content of love that is found in the finished work.
Other components are certainly important, especially cultural components governing
correct application of the aesthetic rules, but there is no doubt that the driving function
always pertains to the primary motivations of the deed and the collateral implications.
For the woman artist the matter takes on still greater importance since, for historicsocial reasons now fully clarified, she must remain firmly attached to content rather
than form. In fact, male culture has progressively appropriated all stages of knowledge,
right to the extreme sophistication of the symbols that have currently become refined
expressions of power. Woman participates purely marginally in this power, does not
know its secret levers, and hence cannot but remain anchored to the concreteness of
subjects and their contents. The urge to understand, to communicate, nevertheless
overshadows all the rest even in the practice of art, a discipline that more than others
lends itself to the purpose for a woman who feels the anguish of a situation that is no
longer acceptable and who is coerced by the will to testify, even before she has been
able to make a free choice.
To attribute a single sex to art is not correct, but this does not alter the facts that it has
always been done by men in order to express and interpret their desire, interests and
frustrations, and this has given it a definite trend.Only too rarely has woman been able
to insert her feeble voice into this power chorus, and when it has happened she has
been forced to undergo indescribable conditions in order to go into art, so that in the
end she has accumulated secret stresses and vindicatory harshness that have finished
by allowing her to express less than she potentially could. This has done nothing but
add a paralyzing anger to the original anger, to the great satisfaction of all those
(especially the selfdefined progressives) who have been able to lay aside the subject
once and for all, concluding that even in art woman does not suffer from an inferiority
complex, but really is inferior. It is on the other hand an indisputable fact that,
whenever any breach has been created in the thick crust of male solidarity, the strivings
of love have followed one another more frequently and with completely effective
results. This has been the case above all in the last decade, even if there can be no
suggestion of parity or any radical changes, but only a reversal of trend arising from
reappropriatory forays rather than convinced concessions.

Within the marasma thus created, when Gretta Sarfaty abandoned her first pictorial
exercises in order, with the aid of particular optical equipment, to carry out the first
series of distorting self-photos of her own face, she plunged into a turbulent current
with the aim of directly denouncing an anguished state of desolating dissociation. She
thus set out along the road of appropriatory experience by denouncing an age-old
situation of false hedonism obliging woman to make use of her face as a sender of
reassuring signals of submissive availability. The distortions she performed on a face
which one feels is normal generated disagreeable surprise, mixed with revolutions;
moreover, in these photos there is also the sarcasm of a woman generally looked at an
who now takes the liberty of looking without reticence and judging. There is a reversal
of the classic situation with standards by which the woman must be passive, with a
static, perfectly polished face showing an unequivocally erotic expression. A
stereotyped and hence abstract fact, nonexistent in daily life. To infringe this standard
was not easy, since it meant overthrowing accepted tenents and forcing the admissions
that a woman’s face and the woman herself can become independent subject capable
of having and transmitting genuine and not only induced or conventional emotions.
Gretta Sarfaty’s striving to love has thus gone beyond the fact of manipulating itself
with aims other than the usual ones of adulation: it has broken the mirror with violence,
without fear of being disfigured, and in this way has brought to the surface deep-lying
motives of existential malaise. It has opened up an irreversible process of knowledge,
starting precisely from that bodily part, the face, that nature has delegated to the
transmission of high potential signals and which only social aberrations have reduced
to the site of trivial glances.
The provocation is in no way invalidated by the fact that the distorsions are purely
optical, since, beyond the technical means used, it is the result that counts; the images
do not have to mime artificial grief or even ape exsperation, but exemplify the refusal
arising from a new consciousness. The operation is not interpretative, but analytical
according to the logic of the mechanisms of knowledge and reappropriation, which in
the specific case are directed to that part of the body which more than others has
suffered the insults of the sickliest conventionalisms. The gesture consists precisely in
consciously displaying all the elements of a situation that has become intolerable and in
feeding it with ever new proofs of support. The sarcasm and revulsion are likewise
symptoms, being born of an attachment to the paradigms of the entire actions. With
the fears removed, with the motives for contrition shed, a new consciousness comes to
light, derived from the recognition of a reality it has been possible to affect decisively. At
this stage the striving to love is no longer such, but love, and love alone; Gretta Sarfaty
has pushed it to the extreme consequences, to the point of placing it in that kind of no
man’s land where the innermost experiences can merge with art and they can continue
together in the search for ever new aspects to be added to the incomplete mosaic of
equality and overall consciousness. A love which, it must be recognized, also feeds on
conflicts, from which it draws further stimuli in the direction of the object of so much
solicitude, in a kind of intoxicating whirl that is calmed only when possession is
complete.

Romana Loda

1980

Evocative
Recollections
1977-1981
1. Photos
2. Paintings
3. Drawings
4. Editions

photos vintage
1978 /evocative recollections I
XIV performance - silver print
on gelatin - 18x22,5cm - unique

1979 /evocative recollections IX - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper 10,5x24cm - unique

euqinu - mc81x42 - repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg
tnirp revlis - X snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791
1979 /evocative recollections XI/A - silver print gelatin
on photographic paper - 24x15,5cm - unique

1979 /evocative recollections XVIII - silver print
gelatin on photographic paper - 18x21cm - unique

euqinu - mc81x42 - repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg
tnirp revlis - III snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

euqinu - mc81x42 - repap cihpargotohp no
nitaleg tnirp revlis - VX snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

1979 /evocative recollections XII - silver print gelatin on
photographic paper - 24x18cmcm - unique
euqinu - mc42x71 - repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg
tnirp revlis - IIVX snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

1979 /evocative recollections II
silver print gelatin on photographic
paper - 24x18cm

euqinu - mc81x42 - repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg
tnirp revlis -VI snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

euqinu - mc21x42 - repap
cihpargotohp no nitaleg tnirp revlis
- IIIV snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

euqinu - mc21x42
- repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg tnirp
revlis - IIV snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

1979 /evocative recollections I - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper 18x24cm - unique

euqinu - mc81x42
- repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg tnirp
revlis -IVXI snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

euqinu - mc42x81
- repap cihpargotohp no nitaleg tnirp
revlis - IIIX snoitcellocer evitacove/ 9791

photos vintage
1979 /evocative recollections V + VI - silver print gelatin on
photographic paper - 20x18cm - 18x24cm - unique

1979 /evocative recollections XIV - silver print
gelatin on photographic paper - 24x18cm - unique

paintings
1989 /evocative recollections VI - 1- acrylic
and collage on canvas -130x130cm

1989 /evocative recollections VI - 2- acrylic
and collage on canvas -130x130cm

1979 /evocative recollections IV-C acrylic and collage on canvas - 81x60cm

1980 /evocative recollections XXXIII - acrylic
and collage on canvas - 60x80cm

1981 /evocative recollections XXI - acrylic
and collage on canvas - 110x80cm

1980 /evocative recollections XXI - acrylic
and collage on canvas - 188x140cm

1980 /evocative recollections XI- acrylic
and collage on canvas - 80x115cm

1979 /evocative recollections II - acrylic
and collage on canvas - 110x90cm

1980 /evocative recollections II- acrylic
and collage on canvas - 130x130cm

paintings

1980 /metamorphic recollections XII - acrylic and collage on canvas - 80x115cm

drawings

1980 /evocative recollections VI + photolito - watercolour
and acrylic on paper - 70x50cm

1981 /evocative recollections VIII B + C + photolito
watercolour and acrylic on paper - 75x75cm

1980 /evocative recollections XII + photolito - watercolour
and acrylic on paper - 70x50cm

drawings

1981 /evocative recollections XVII + photolitos
watercolour and acrylic on paper - 74x72cm

1981 /evocative recollections XIII - watercolour and acrylic on paper - 75,5x75cm

editions

1978 /evocative recollections - mineral pigment print on cotton paper fine art hahnemühle Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2020 - 85x147,58cm

Metamorphic
Recollections
1979-1981
1. Photos
2. Paintings
3. Editions

photos
vintage
1979 /metamorphic recollections I - silver print
gelatin on photographic paper - 24x30cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections V - silver print
gelatin on photographic paper - 20,5x29,5cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections II - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 12x30cm

1989 /metamorphic recollections XII - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper - 24x23,5cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections VI-A - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper 1985 23x19,5cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections III A - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 14x30cm

vintage

1989 /metamorphic recollections XIII - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper - 23,5x24cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections X - XI-A - silver print gelatin
on photographic paper - 32x14cm - 30,5x16cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections IV - silver print
gelatin on photographic paper - 1985 -33,5x18,5cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections VII - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper - 29,5x20,5cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections XIV - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper - 25x27cm

1989 /metamorphic recollections XV - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 18x30cm

1979 /metamorphic recollections VIII - silver
print gelatin on photographic paper - 25x23cm

photos vintage

1979 /metamorphic recollections III-B - silver print gelatin on photographic paper - 50,5x78cm

paintings
1981 /metamorphic recollections IV - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 68,5x99cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections I - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 89,5x65cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections VII - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 64x91cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections I-2 - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 104,5x72cm

paintings

1981 /metamorphic recollections XVII - body works collage and silver print gelatin - 45,5x118cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections VIII - body works collage and silver print gelatin - 45,5x107,5cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections XIV - body works collage and silver print gelatin - 31x115cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections II - body works collage and silver print gelatin - 50x107,5cm

paintings

1981 /metamorphic recollections XIX - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 81x110cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections XII - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 67,5x115cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections IV-2 - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 70x104cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections XV - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 168x75cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections XV - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 168x75cm

1981 /metamorphic recollections VI - body works
collage and silver print gelatin - 47x102cm

computer print-out

1989 / virtual - body works X computer print out and collage in a box - I - 22x14cm II - 33x21cm - unique.

gretta&becheroni
1978-1980

1. Editions

editions

change and appropriation
of an autonomous identity
In the structure of this joint work, the main protagonists
are the condition and the possibility for man in an antagonistic
relationship with society itself.
A society understood as a conditioning, prevaricating element
and inevitably with a great arrogance of power, a subtle,
creeping power, ambiguously progressive, with the tinge of
superficial satisfaction only.
Recovering from a series of Becheroni’s sculptures the concept
of cage, prison, the shutting in of man we wanted to find
again this same image depriving it of its material logicality,
substituting a support extremely fragile but symbolic.
In such a situation full of events, the protagonist becomes
the work of Gretta who exploiting all her womanly problems,
the problems of a woman conditioned and subdued (or of
humanity itself), personifies the main concept of this great
and violent adventure of modern man in search of his own
identity and autonomy and naturally of his freedom.

1978 / modification and appropriation of an autonomous identity - gretta&becheroni - mineral pigment print on cotton
paper fine art hahnemühle Photo Rag Satin 310 gs / printed in 2020 - 70x70cm each 210x210cm - overall.

gretta&becheroni

multimedia
1978 / evocative recollections - video MP4 - 12`15"
variable dimensions projections

1980 / modification and appropriation of an autonomous
identity - gretta&becheroni - video MP4 - 10`34" - variable
dimensions projections

1985 / la maja - goya time - video MP4 - 3`18"
variable dimensions projections

1987 / my single life in NY - video MP4 - 5`04"
variable dimensions projections

through a
glass darkly,
2010

1987 /who killed Heinrich Hertz? - video MP4 - 1`08"
variable dimensions projections

1988 / gretta seen through the lace - video MP4 - 5`09"
variable dimensions projections

2009 / modification and appropriation of an autonomous
identity - video MP4 - 5`09" variable dimensions
projections - reenactement at Leeds University

click in images to see videos on Youtube *

2010 / through a glass darkly - video MP4 - 5`17"
variable dimensions projections

GRETTA
AUTO-PHOTOS
1978 ED: MASSAO OHNO

70`s photolitos

70`s photolitos

70`s photolitos

70's
photolitos

group exhibition
2020 /farsa - curadoria Marta Mestre e curadoria adjunta de Pollyana Quintella - sesc pompéia - são paulo , brasil
2018 /mam 70: mam e mac - museu de arte moderna (mam-sp) - são paulo , brasil /plexus international metr’art
– museum macro asilo - roma, itália /sim: semana internacional de musica - são paulo, brasil /apropriações,
variações e neopalimpsesos – fundação vera chaves barcellos – viamão, brasil
2016 /exploring spatial environments by women artists in the 1960s and 1970s - centro de arte moderna
fundação calouse gulbenkian - lisboa, portugal
2015 /reenactment: videoarte a palazzo dei diamanti - ferrara, itália /destino dos objetos – fundação vera chaves
barcellos - viamão, brasil
2013 /fotolivros latino-americanos: instituto moreira salles - curadoria horacio fernández - instituto moreira salles
-são paulo e rio de janeiro, brasil /ainda: o livro como performance - curadoria de amir brito cadôr - museu de
arte da pampulha - belo horizonte, brasil /fronteiras incertas: arte e fotografia no acervo do mac usp – museu de
arte contemporânea mac-usp - são paulo, brasil
2012 /libriste - dalla collezione di libri d’artista - istituzione biblioteca classense - ravena, itália /a new history of
latin america - le bal - paris, frança
2011 /performative - jake and dinos chapman, nicola ruben montini, wolfgang tillmans and gretta sarfaty sartorial contemporary art - londres, inglaterra /arte como registro, registro como arte - museu pinacoteca do
estado de sao paulo - são paulo, brasil /um ponto de ironia - fundação vera chaves barcellos - viamão, brasil
2010 /bad girls: good girls go heaven. bad girls go everywhere - marina abramovic, gretta sarfaty, yoko ono,
annete messager, orlan e gina pane - palazzo squarciafico - genova, itália /“procissão” canto das artes - coleção
de arte brasileiras - sesc interlagos – são paulo, brasil /through a glass darkly - sartorial contemporary art,
londres, inglaterra
2008 /women of the world - thomas cohn gallery - são paulo, brasil /parale universe art opera: gretta sarfaty &
mr. solo - leeds college of art and design - leeds, inglaterra /women of the world - sartorial contemporary art,
londres, inglaterra /again and again - greta & miser solo - east london college of art - londres, inglaterra /black
history month - curadoria de harry pye - lewisham library - londres, inglaterra
2007 /noting heaven - curadoria de jaser jofe - sartorial contemporary art , londres, inglaterra /the thurson revival
- sartorial contemporary art - londres, inglaterra
2006 /obsession - curadoria de robin mason - sartorial contemporary art - londres, inglaterra /london biennale in
arcadia - curadoria de jill rock - londres, inglaterra /half life - fieldgate gallery - londres, inglaterra /people like us
- nomoregrey gallery - londres, inglaterra /x-ray - londres, inglaterra /bobynobody - curadoria de luciano inga and
giuseppe savoca - milão, itália

2020 /farsa curadoria Marta Mestre e curadoria adjunta de Pollyana Quintella - sesc pompéia - são paulo, brazil

group
exhibition

2005 /the oh house & night on earth - curadoria de harry pye
the oxford house londres, inglaterra /art in mind - la viande gallery - londres,
inglaterra
2004 /soulmates - sartorial contemporary art - londres, inglaterra
2003 /life works – 473 broadway gallery, nova york, estados unidos
2000 /galerie laurent herschtrit - paris, frança /arte conceitual e conceitualismos:
anos 70 - museu de arte contemporânea universidade de são paulo mac/usp –
são paulo, brasil

1981 /international triennal of drawings - varsóvia, polônia
1980 /espaces libres - musée d’art moderne de la ville de paris - paris, frança
/multimedia international, usp - universidade de são paulo - são paulo, brasil
/trienal latino americano de grabado - centro de arte y comunicacion buenos aires, argentina

1997 /connaught brown gallery - londres, inglaterra
1993 /art frankfurt ’93 – nova york, estados unidos
1991 /price gallery – nova york, estados unidos / wes bank art guild’s premier
national exhibit – nova orleans, estados unidos

1979 /evocative recollections - centre georges pompidou - paris, frança / 29
ème salon jeune peinture - musée du palais du luxembourg - paris, frança
/contemporary brazilians works on paper nobè gallery - nova york, estados
unidos

1990 /coletiva na slater – price gallery – nova york, estados unidos
1989 /the prisoners of art – nova york, estados unidos

1978 /images et messages d’amerique latine – centre culturel de ville parisi –
paris, frança

1988 /europa, frança e bahia - museu da imagem e do som - são paulo, brasil
/exposição brasil china – galeria de bela artes da china – pequim, china

1977 /internacional woman in arts – große orangerie schloss charlotenburg berlin, alemanha /poéticas visuais – museu de arte contemporânea
universidade de são paulo – são paulo, brasil /salon de mai - paris, frança / iv
encontro internacional de arte – portugal / 9o panorama de arte atual
brasileira – museu de arte moderna de são paulo (mam-sp) – são paulo, brasil

1987 /the honeymoon - performance for the wnyc - tv special by charlie morrow
with: john cage, melissa fenley, philip glass, butch morris - central park - nova york,
estados unidos /who killed heinrich hertz? - top of the citicorp building, nova york,
estados unidos
1986 /creativity exhibit of art – nova york, estados unidos /bienal de autorretrato –
instituto cultural domecq - mexico city, mexico /fire, water, sone and seel – a’s
salon - nova york, estados unidos /the second coming – nova york, estados unidos

1976 /aquisições e doações recentes – museu de arte contemporânea
universidade de sao paulo (mac-usp) – são paulo, brasil /dezoito artistas do
brasil – museu de arte contemporânea de são paulo (mac-usp) – são paulo,
brasil /petite galerie – rio de janeiro – brasil / 8º panorama de arte atual
brasileira – museu de arte moderna de sao paulo (mam-sp) – são paulo, brasil /
10o arte e pensamento ecológico - câmara municipal de são paulo - são
paulo, brasil.

1985 /la maja in goya time – curadoria de gretta sarfaty, sandro dernini e butch
morris- chapel and carpark lower east side - nova york, estados unidos
/tendências do livro de artista no brasil – galeria de artes uf – niteroi rio de janeiro,
brasil /tendências do livro de artista no brasil – centro cultural são paulo - ccs - são
paulo, brasil /re-presenting the self – 22 wooser gallery – nova york, estados unidos
/purgatorio show ‘85 - c.u.a.n.d.o. - nova york, estados unidos

1975 / xiii bienal internacional de são paulo - são paulo, brasil /galeria alberto
bonfiglioli – são paulo, brasil /vi salão paulista de arte contemporânea - são
paulo, brasil /salão de arte contemporânea de santo andré – santo andré,
brasil

1984 /trump tower (inaugural exhibition) - amazoni gallery - nova york, estados
unidos
1982 /arte & mulher, artistas - museu de arte contemporânea universidade de são
paulo mac/usp – são paulo, brasil /arteder 82: feira de arte contemporânea –
bilbao, espanha

2021 /SP-Arte Viewing Room - Central Galeria - são paulo, brazil

1974 /petite galerie – rio de janeiro - brasil /salão de arte contemporânea de
santo andré – santo andré, brasil
1973 /salão de artes de sorocaba – sorocaba, sp, brasil
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